





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Q is also a superselection operator (ccmmutes with all the fields) and hence
it guarantees the stability of different hoinotopy sectors. The generalization
of (2.5) for arbitrary volumes R is
Q where (2.6)
and since the divergence is identically zero when is regular we see that
the charge is actually located only at those points where the Riggs field is zeroS
By completing the squaxe in (2 1) and carrying out some partial
integrations’ one may write H in the form
di
(2.)
which shows that Q also provides a lower bound for the energy.
(3)
The first non—trivial solution of the system (2.2) was found by t’Rooft,
who assumed spherical symmetry and thus reduced the field equations to two non
linear, coupled, but ordinary equations for the norms of the Riggs and gauge
fields H(r) and K(r). He then used numerical me:hods to establish that these
equations almost certainly had a solution and to approximate it. Later a
(iô)
rigorous proof for the existence of these solutions was given and ii as
(17)
shown that they must be real analytic functions f r. Finall:r, in thr’
special case in which the petential V i; set equal to :ro (but the boundry
condition (2.4) is retained) it was shown that the solrtions took the
elementary form
(cc-.tc- \— C — ——
— \y-cr Cf-J ,
3. Thomol_quation and its Linearization.
According to the results just mentioned, monopoles or monopole systems
of charge greatezi than unity can only be obtained by dropping the assuptioa
of spherical symmetry. But then the field equations (2.2) become extremely
complicated, and the problem would probably have remained intractable had it
( 4)
not been noticed that in the limit when the potential V is zero, the field
equations reduce to the much simpler first—order set
• (3.1)
This follows from the fact that, for fixed Q, eqn. (3.1) manifestly minimie
the energy in (2.6). The equations (3.1) are called the Bogomolny equations,
and they also have a geometrical significance, because if we identify with
the 4th component of a 4—dimensional Euclidean gauge—potential they can
be regarded as the static version of the 4—dimensional self—dual equations
where and r (3.2)
The Bogomolny system (3.1) not only has the mathematical advantaces
just discussed, but it has also the advantage that it is the only case in which
one can hope to describe a system of separated monopoles in static equilibrium,
as well as single monopoles of arbitrary strength. In fact, unless the Riggs
field is in the adjoint representation, the potential is zero and the menepole
charges have the same sign, there are even long—range forces between the mor.opole5
On the other hand, if these three conditions and the Bogomolny equation are
satisfied, the components of the stress—tensor, and hence the forces between
the mpnopoles vanish everywhere(2.
The Bogomolny system (3.1) contains nine equations for the twelve
functions (A, , three functions remaining undetermined due to the gauge
freedom. However, by using a construction of Yang for the self—dual form (3.2),
(5)
they can be reduced to three equations for three unknown functions • In fact,
(2.’)
The spherically symmetric solutions so obtair,ed turned out to hare unit
(19)
topological charge Cm = Z) and it was soon shown that this was the only
possible charge which could be obtained from spherically symmetric configurations.
(20)
(Conversely, systems with unit topological charge had to be spherically symmetric ),
3.— 3.3
by choosing a suitable gauge (the R—gauge) and partially solving the self—dual





Later Corrigan et al. (CFGY) observed that the Yang equations (3.4)





B : . (3.7)
In fact eqns. (3.4) are just the integrability conditions for (3.7). The rans—
formation (3.6) is actually a gauge—zransformation, but the transforaation (3.7) j
not. In fact, (3.7) is a Bcklund transformation i.e. is a first order differ-.
ential transformation connecting different solutions of a second order differ
ential equation.
Using the (non—involutive) prc\luct ID, Corrigan et al. were able to
obtain at least one class of solutions of the Yang equations by lineari:ing
them as follows:
First let ‘L.0(x) be any solution of the d’Alemhertian equation. Then
c where Q 1 0 (3.8)
is a solution of the Yang equations. Next, let ç(x) for
be any set of functions satisfying the Cauchy—Riemann—like equations
(which imply the d’Alembertian equation) and for any integer Ic 1 form the
matrix
= . . . (3.io)
d
• .‘ .




form a solution of the Yang system. Furthermore, the Backlund transformations
ID and DI connect the Ic with the Ic 1 solutions. In particular, each family
of solutions is generated from the (Ic = 1). solution of the d’Alembertian
equation. However, the reality and singularity properties are not preserved
by the Bcklund transformations, so the choice of is not trivial.
We shall refer to a set of functions satisfying (3.9) as a Durham
string, and it is perhaps worth mentioning at this point that each Durham string
can be generated by a potential function as follows: let
00
and (m..e.\ Ie\















be the Fourier transform of the r Then the Durham string equation (3.’))
is just the condition that L should depend on oniy three of the five
variables .C, ‘i’) , namely,
where (in cylindrical coordinates)
(3.13)
Thus any function of )A,\) (with a Fourier trar.sform) may be used
tO generate a Durham string and hence a solution of the self—dual and Bogomolny
equations. The deeper reason for this result will be seen when we consider the
AW construction in section 7.
(1.2.)
An interesting result, due to Prasad , is that the norm of the Riggs




The proof of this formula,which uses the Bcklund transformations IR, is given
in Appendix A.
All of the rcccnt advan:cs in icnopo’ thery hav been made usng t
Bogomolny system (3.1) and hence, from now on only this system will be considered.
We shall see that it admits solutions describing toth single nonopoles of
arbitrary strength and separated monopolen. It nhoul be noted, howe’.er, that.i
the more realistic case when the potential is not set equal to zero,the
seperated xnonopole configuration becomes unstable. Thus for the sepeated
solutions the Bogomolny condition is crucial, whereas for the solutions
describing single monopoles of arbitrary strength it is probably only a
technical devce that allows us to obtain the solutions in closed form.
4. The Existence of Static >lulti—Xonopoh’ Systems.
The first important recent development in the theory of monopol.cs, and
(7)
perhaps the most fundamental development, is a proof, due to Taubes , that
the l3ogomolny equations (3.1) do indeed admit static, separated, monopole
configurations. Here the monopoles are supposed to be separated by distances
rather larger than the monopole ‘core”, the latter being defined as the region
outside of which the two ‘massive” gauge fields fall—off exponentially, leaving
only the magnetic and Riggs fields with long—range C components. (One
recalls that for a Hamiltonian of the form (2.1) two of the three gauge fields
acquire masses because of the Higgs—Kibble mechanism).
The idea in Taubes proof is to start from an initial approximate con
figuration R, and, by successive iteration of the Bogomolny
equation, to costruct a sequence (Ac, ) which converges to an exact
solution as s — • It is clear that the basic problems are
(i) to construct a function space for (c\,) in which convergence makes
sense and is reasonably likely.
(ii to choose the initial configuration sufficiently close to the expected
solution for the sequence to have a reasonable chance of converging.
The function space chosen by Taubes was the Sobelev space
()\ <
(4.i)
(for every finite volume R) A comparison of (4.1) with the Hamiltonian (2.)
shows that there is a close connection between the configurations ( s,
which lie in (4.1) and the configurations with finite—energy, and this is what
makes (4.1) a natural choice. However, (in contrast to the case of vortices




ar,d spherically symmetric inonopoles) the exact equivalence of (4,1) wirh finite
energy has not been established. (Note that (4.1) is actually gauge—dependent).
In order to constructan initial configuration Taubes divided the Euclidean
3—space E(3) into three regions — the expected monopole cores of radius C’
shells of thickness C surrounding the cores, and an exterior’ region coi—
sisting of the rest of E(3). He then chose as initial configuration
(a) the exact 1—monopole solutions of section 2 inside the cores
(h) an exact ‘exterior’ soluton of the Bogomolny equations in the exterior
region
(c) Some . transition functions, to connect these two sets of solutions
smoothly, in the shells.
The exact ‘exterior’ solutions are actually solutions of the Maxwell—Higgs u(i)
subsystem of SU(2), up to some topological factors which are chosen to produce
(21)
unit charge within each core (Taubes actually trivialized these factors by
using a singular (Dirac) gauge).
Using the properties of the Dogomolny system, in particular the fact that
it is an elliptic system, Taubes was able to show that t’e iterath’r of this
initial configuration does indeed converge in the norm (,.i). Furthermore, he
showed that the exact solutions had to be real analytic. ne actual proof is
far from trivial (it runs to fifty typed pages) and constitutes a major tour do
force.
5. al1etnicConfiurations.
With the question of existence of multi—monopole solutions settled by
Taibes result the emphasis shifts to the question of single monopoles of
arbitrary strength and to the explicit construction of solutions. It is not
obvious, of course, that such solutions exist or can be constructed in terms
of elementary functions but experience with the spherically symmetric solution
(2.7) and the geometrical nature of the Bogomolny equations suggests these
possibilities. A natural first step towards such a construction is to consider
axially symmetric configurations, since these are th next simplest to spherically
(2)(S)
symmetric ones. Axisymmetric systems are characterized by the fact that
they admit a smooth isovector (..1 (x) which implements rotations around the axis
of symmetry,
where is the azimuthal angle. Further, since (5.1) should hold not only for
but .lso for all of its covariant derivatives, it is easy to see that
L.)(x’ must satisfy the integrability condition
(5.2)
Eqns. (5.1) and (5.2) characterize the axial symmetry.
At first sight one should expect the axisymmetric solutions to describe
both single monopoles of arbitrary strength and colinear multi—monopole systems,
in particular to describe two monopoles. But here one encounters a major
( 8)
surprise. It turns out that axisymmetric systems can describe only single
monopoles!
The proof of this rather surprising result runs as follows: First,
because is subharmonic and \\— o at infinity, the zeros of
and hence the topological charge can only lie at points or on one—dimensional
curves. Next, from the definition (2.5) of the topological charge (restricted
to an arbitrary volume V that intersects the s—axis at two points ; and z)
5.2
and from (5.1), it follows after some algebra that the charge contained in
the volume V is just
[-(‘) where jcc) and t’ /\4 (5.3)
By letting : and :coincide we can see first of all that there is no charge
located off the cis. Next from (5.1) and (5.2) we have (for smooth(A, )
and ‘. = constant
= constant, and hence 0, constazt , (5.5)
on the axis. For like charges (which as we have seen, is tha only stable case)
equation (5.5) implies that all the charge must be concentrated at a single
point, as required.
Although the result just obtained restricts axial symmetry to single
such
monopoles,syscems are still of interest, so we conssder now some turther
properties of axial symmetry. The first such result is that axi—symmecric
systems admit a master—potential W(x) from which the auge—invariants
cc)
L and m.y be o1tained by differentiatiom . For if we take the




and it is easy to see that the content of these equations is precisely that
there should exist a scalar W(x) such that
.-
- (u, ) 2.f -
where and are the usual cylindrical coordinates.
By comparing (5.7) with (3.15) we obtain also a remarkable connection
between the master—potential and the Durham determinant , namely,
- (5.S
Equation (5.8) actually foflows from (.ic) only up to a harmonic function.
But by a proof analogous to that used to establish (3.15), the harmonic function
can he shown to be at most a constant (see Appendix A).
Another interesting property of the axisymmetric case is the simplification
obtained for the Bogomolny equations. However, it should be noted that since
axial symmetry is abelian, it cannot reduce the number of functions in the
Bogomolny equations but only determine their ‘ —dependence. On the other hand,
axial symmetry can be supplemented by mirror—symmetry (symmetry under reflexions
in any plane through the axis) and then the number of functions in the Bogomolny
equations is reduced from twelve to six, including one gauge function. Th six
gauge fields take the form
o) ( 0,0, ‘Wi”)
A
and since all the fields are ‘p —independent, the system has then effectivoly
been reduced to a Maxwell, or U(1) system,with one gauge—potential W, and two
real two—component Higgs fields and . it is then not surprising that
the Begomolny equations reduce to the U(1)—covariant system
(5.10)
where B denotes U(i) covariant derivative, and wedge the 2—dirnensioral outer
product. (The factor .? occurs because the coordinates ( , ) are curvi
linear). The system (5.10) was first proposed (without using mirror symmetry)
(q) (23)
by Manton and by Jang,Park and Wali and is sometimes known as the Manton
Ansatz. The system consists of five equations for the six unknown functions
(5.9) and it can be partially solved in two different ways, as follows:




It The three equations (a)(c) or (b)(c) can be solved and in a suitable




where f and g are two unknown functions. When the solurion (5.12) is
inserted in the remaining two equations the latter reduce to an
(10)
equation of the form
seminar I shall consider here only the Ward construction. Although this con—
stru.tiorz yields the same ..olution as Palla’s, it is quite difrent, and, as
we shall see, it can be generalized to the non—axisymmetric case.
where (53)
This is a ea kle —esult beLause as hose who re wits
Ceneral Reltt ‘Jity will recog- e, (: 1d is j; the Ernst equa.tn
or axially synnetric gravitational fields Th the a\isymretric
Bogomolny equations for menopoles -nd the Ernst equaticns for gravitatica
are the same!
In order to see whether the axisymnetric system actually admits
solutions of mcnopole charge greater than unity, a numerical analysis for
(2c) (a)
n = 2,3 was carried out independently by Adler and by Rebbi and Rossi
The numerical analysis suggested strongly that solutions exist and, rather
s.rprisingly t’ey indicated t”at the nigest conntra’ion of energy would nt
be at the centre of the monopole. This result is confirmed by the beautiful
Th four equatio”s (a) (b) canbe soled, ano thL solutior turns OUt to giph for n 2 3,4 5 shcnn by Pallaat this confurence Pal
ias result sn WS
be just the master—potential solution (5.6). This shows that the that the maximum energy density is situated in a torus which coinci
des roughly
gauge—invariants can b.c derived from the master—potential in the mirror with the edge of the monopole core.
(cs)
jnnetri.. case Ti renaining equateon Cc) can ther be written in The most remarkable result for the a
xisy1etri.. case, hosever is that
the form exact solutions of the axisymmetric field equ
ations (5.10) have now been found.
They have been found independently by Palla et al. using the Ernst equation (5.13)
whee 4- U (5 11)
and by Ward. As the Palla construction will be described by Dr. Palm in his
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One might now ask the question : whnt is the connection between the
transformation 4(m,c) F(xy) and fibre—bundles? The point is that since
P(2) is not completely covered by the coordinates (m,c), it is natural to think
of (m,c) as section of a. fibre—bundle with P(2) as base space and fibres of
one dimension. Then the mini—model may be interpreted as a relationship between
sections of fibre bundles over P(2) and gauge fields on E(2).
7. The Atiyah—Ward Construction: Maxi—Xodel.
The actual AW construction (maxi—model) consists in lifting the relation— -
ship between functions over P(2) and E(2) of the mini—model to a similar relation
between functions over CP(3) and C(4), where CP(3) denotes complex projective
3—space and C(4) denotes complex Euclidean space. However, in the saxi case the
constraints on the functions are much tighter — the functions on C(4) must be
self—dual and those on CP(3) (which are SL(,c —valued) must possess a gener
alized 1urent expansion (to he defined below).
The space E(2) is replaced by C(4) by introducing 4 complex coordinates
The ‘lines’ in this space (the analogues of (6.1) ) are then the coplex
2—planes
I ‘N — (
\SwJ — (7.1)
where and (i,rrj) are complex 2—spinors. It is clear that the
complex 2—places are parametrized by the four complex numbers ( w-vv, )
modulo > , where \ is any complex number. Hence the complex 2—plane form
the (3—complex—dimensional) space CP(3). Although CP(3) is compact and cannot be
copletely spanned by three complex coordinates, it is convenient, nevertheless,
to introduce a 3—dimensional coordinate system
(j,’i,’ç (.J)- -.1Tç (7.2)





Note that if we identify x with t and with Q , the functions
in (7.3) agree with those in (3.14) . Note also that the variables ,‘ )
are just the well—known ‘twistor’ variables introduced by Penrose in the
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9. The Ward Solution and its Ceneralization.
Although the AW Ansatz (.i) was originally intended for instantons, it
has turned out to be more useful for monopoles, where by a juicious choice of
(11)
• )A’v,’c’) , Ward was able to construct the same single—monopole of charge
(12)
two solution as Forgacs et al. Wards form of the so1ution is in a gauge
which is not manifestly real or time—independent, hut has the advantage that the
solution can easily be generalized to monopoles of arbitrary strength anc. even
to separated monopoie solutions.
Wardu starting point was to note that for the known spherical].)
symmetric, charge one, monopole the unknown function in the AW ansats






It is easy to see from (9.1) and (9.3) that the components
of the Burham string generated by the f—functionin (9.3) are just
for odd &, , and a similar expression with sin—cos for even .9., . In particular
the central function t takes the form
) where (9.6)
Because of the trivial time—dependence of the A.. , one sees also that
the d’Alernbertian equation reduces to the Yukawa equation
0. (9.7)
where the Higgs constant c has been recalled in order to emphasize its role.
Since the AW construction guarentees that the fields derived from the
in (9.3) satisfy tie self—dual equations (3.2) what has to be checked
is that the solutions satisfy the other requirements for monopole solutions f
charge n. These are
(i) reality and time—independence
(ii) the boundary condition ) C. — cO
(iii) regularity.
•where, from (‘7.3 ),
and,in order to simplify the notation, the Higgs
Fo reasons which will bccome clearer below Ward
ization of (9.1) to the charge—two case would be
if(Q 5-’)
constant c has been normalized to 1.
then guessed that the general—
the entire function
(9.2)
For the sane reasons the gcnera1izaions of (9.1)






for L odd and even respectively.
to the case of
(9.3)
(9.4)
The boundary condition (ii) is necessary and sufficient to describe
a monopole of charge n because, when the Bogomolny equations are satisfied,
we have from (2.1) and (2.7)
(9 S)
In naking ti-c Ansatz (9 3) the f —fwtions have, of corse, b.. a
chosen in order to satisfy the conditions (i) — (iii), and we now consider these
conditions in turn. First, condition Ci) requires that the AW—matrix be










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































10. Properties of the Ward Family.
The first question concrning the ger.ralized lTa”d solutions of the
prLvlous s.ction is hcther thej describe sin,le monopoles of harge n or
systems of separate monopoles. It turns out that they describe single rncnopoles.
This was verified directly by Ward for n = 2 by showing that the Higgs field
had only a single zero, and in general it can be shown by noting that the family
of solutions is arially symmetric. Then one can either invLke the result of
section 5 which statcs that axia’ symmetry im)liE sing.c wcnopoles, or ch%ck
from (9.9) that there are no zeros on the symmetry axis except at the origin.
In order to see that the Ward soltiors re axisymmetric, one notes
from (9.1) that a rotation around the z—axis in x—spare can be absorbed in the
phase of
‘
, and then, if. does not contain ‘ explicitly, we obtain a trivial
phase—change of r after the integration in (9.5). It will be seen in section
12 that separated monopole solutions can be found by letting f depend explicitly
on
As a matter of fact the Ward solutions are not only axisymmetric but
are mirror—symmetric and symmetric with respect to the reflexion —- . I3oth
of those discrete symmetries can be seen from eqs. (9.1) and (9.5).
Another interesting property of the solutions (9.3) for arbitrary n is
that the central functions of the Durham strings (the starting points for
the Bcklund transformations ID of section 3) may be obtained from the spherically
symmetric (t= 1) solution sinh r/r by the’translations’
see that by the successive application of and ID we obtain the two—
dimensional lattice of solutions depicted in FIg. 1. However, in this lattice
only the vertical strings with end—points generated by T for r =
satisfy all the conditions (i)(ii)(iii). These strings are the ones with end
points on the lines in Fig.l which lie at 450 to the axes.
A rn.mber of different expressions can be found for the general elements
r of the Durham string in (9.5). For example, by using the identity
Finally an intuitive feeling for the ‘shape’ of the monopole can
obtained from a very interesting and elegant result on the asymptotic form
(2)







in (9 5) we obtain
ç
(10 3)
where I is the Bessel function of the first kind . Note that in (10.3) the
operator is implemented by the function , and that this
function serves to keep the integral finite at the end pints.
A differential form of the may be obtained from either (9.5)








Thus the solution for arbitrary n are generated from the n = solution not by
the Backlurd transformations ID alone but by the combination of the ID trans
formations and the translations . In fact, since T commutes with the
Cauchy—Riezann operators ( 3. ) which generate the lB transformations, we
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F’om (ii 3) ann (ii 4) i is clear that i(n)j po itive on the coordinates
axes o and , S . Furthermore, since a gocri approximation to 6 in
(11.5) is
+ —s--—--- —- fe \c.
O4(T’ *-Th)
Thus, even for z complex, in the core. Now for we see from
(9.11) that the onlyzerosof ID(n)j are at ‘= . Since these
points are quite distant from the —plane, we then see that unless
the ..eros turn quickly tO.,diQ the plare as ircreases from 0 to ‘cW (and
leave it again when > ) the determinant will have no zeros for real
z and
(l2.3a)
where d and o are real, and for reasons of syrmetry it will be convenient also
to elirunate them (i .. Joose the axes) in suLh a way that
d (4
(12 ,,b)
with the same d and &. . Note that the axisymmetric limit is obtained when
sin 0. The general relationship between the 6 parameters of the Euclidean
where
with (11.3) and
is the positive measure obtained by weighting a.,,
8 is the phase
n
— y:t , 11.
we see that it remains positive in the regien
< (117)
surrounding the axes. Thus the determinant is not zero in the heart of the core
as shown in Fig. 3.
Since the determinant does not vanish either at the heart of the core
monopole core or outside the core, it is likely that it does not vanish anywhere,
and, indeed, more refined argurmonts can be used to reduce the region of uncer—
(27)
tainty (striped region in Fig. 3) still further.
Some insight into the location of the zeros may also be obtained by
letting the coordinate z become complex, For corplex z the formulae (10.7)
(9.11) are still valid and the core generalizes to
_____
(11.8)
12. Toward Separated >lonopole Solutions
Since separated monopole solutions are known to exist from Taubes result,
and cannot be axially symmetric, it might be asked whether the Ward construction
could b. gLneralized to d s’ibe separated monopoles by r1axing the condition
of axi,1 synrrt—y hard has now shown tnat such a gene-a1ization is possibl
at least for two monopoles and small separations. Furthermore, the number of
parameters for this case (seven) agrees with the number (4n—1) for any n
(20)
predicted by the index theorem.
The starting point for Ward’s generalization is the denominator
in (9.3). Replacing the function 1,.(’”j by the most general hermitian quad
ratic in ‘ç, and ‘ one obtains
£m O..+
(12 z)
and are real, and a trivei overall constant has. been omitted. There are
8 real parameters in (12.1), but, as we shall see, there is a normalization
condition which reduces them to seven.
Since 1’’ it is clear that the linear term
in (12 1) can be elinirated by a space—translation and that aft.r it has been
eliminated in this way (12 1) reduces to the s.m of squares
(1 2)
As a matter of fact, by using also space rotations, three of the parameters
in (\) can be elinrinayed. Ward has chosen to eliminate them so that
ica.J\-V’\
L. L A.j
group and the 8 parameters in (12.1), including the reduction from (12.1) to
(12.3)is given in Appendix C.
The Ansat: proposed by Ward for the separated m’onopole solution is the
generalization of (9.10) which is obtained by replacing by the





‘-‘ere is in tIe real, tite—indoe’den, gauc’e, aVid ti transform it to ii e
AW gat.ge, o. uses the gaug—trarsfwraions
vi) / ‘ \ 0 ZI J (125)
ir analogy o (9 10) but where /4 and ‘ are now the parts of £ which
are regular for \\ T1’us
where ) (12.6)














It is easy to see that (12.9) will be satisfied if, and only if,
(.4U() where (12.10)
Thus the condition (12.8) is satisfied andJ.is determined at one stroke.
Since the time coordinate enters in (12.7) only throughU1and since, from
(9.7) and the boundary condition c , the time dependence of must be
ox the form exp(c.L ), we see that Q must satisfy the normali:taon condition
C dy = c.
(1211)
This is the normalization condition referred to earlier, and if we use the form
(12 3) for b() it reduces to
.F._•r a
a. 2 (12 T2)
thus reducing the 2 parameters and to one.
Since from (127)(12.12) it is clear that the Ansat: (12.4) describes a
real time—independent, solution of the Bogomolny equations, it remains only to
verify that the solution is regular, satisfies the boundary condition
and describes separated monopoles. The verification of the first two points
depends essentially on the fact the Ansatz (12.4) is obtained by a continuous
deformation of the parameter from the axisymmetric Ansat; (9.2). Using
this fact one easily verifies that the boundary condition is satisfied for all
Similarly since in (12.5) is regular in , and the determinant
does not vanish in the axisymmetric limit, one sees that the solution
will be regular for small deformations (i.e. small separations) at least. A
proof for large separations is still lacking, however.
The functioi p in (12.7) will generate solutions of the Bogonolny
A
equation, of course, only if f , and hence ,fr and v , are functions of




are the operators defined in (7.10). On applying (12.8) to
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Inserting (A9) into (AS) we obtain (Al) as required.






Under the Backlund transformations B the integer n changes to —(
(the minus because e and g interchange positions). Taking the change in n and
the Yang equations (3.3) into account, we find from (All) and (AlO) that
and
under the transformations B and BI. Iterating the 81 transforation n times
and using (A9) we obtain (A2) as required.
Appendix B
To show that the planes defined by c x.Vt are self—dual consider
any displacement in such a plane. Since ax. belongs to the D( )
representation of S0(4) it can be written as the direct product 9 ). of
two 2—spinors. Then the condition Q that lies in the
plane takes the form
(Bi)
where wedge denotes outer product in the 2—space. Since (81) implies that
) is parallel to r , we see that displacements d in the plane are just
those which are of the form
dx. (82)
where is free and n is fixed. Let us
product of two such displacements d, a’
belong to the 8(10) G 0(01) representation
fixed we obtain
)-) .‘)(v
which manifestly belongs only to the D(i0) representation. But belonging to
the D(i0) part of D(10) D(0l) is just the definition of anti—self—duality.
Hence the planes cç are anti—self—dual, as required.
where in the secend step we have used the Yn equatien (3.3). Furthermore,
since the fields are static, is invariant with respect to the gauge trans
formations I. Hence (A7) holds also for the combined transformation BI.
Iterating the 81 transformation n times we then have
= - . (AS)
But from (3.9) and (3.10) we have, by definition
and
(Alo)
now consider the anti—symmetric
Normally such products
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DIAGRArIS
Fir. 1. Plot of to Cjrhas strrs tr
goncrotod frcs tho
ephsrcally cyssso;r-ic solution sinh(r)/r (doUb
ly cdrcled) by
SU0005SiVO ooraticns 07 thstr sitort and t
ne acslund
transfcris3tions 10. Tha strns aro drawn ?orzont
ally and only




Fig. 2. P1st of tho IlOnopole Core for Charge Q.5 • showjnZ the nested
ellipses as dottod CL.JrVcO.
‘P
Fd. 3. Pss±tvo Q irast of the onopo1e Core with curve shown
.s dotted ljna. Th so titn have bson shown to be nor,-sinlui i
0utsde tho core and nsidc thg Oeccad crve. ieavtng only the
shaded arcs open to any dcbt.
